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Abstract: This talk will present research focuses in two directions: (1) using software testing approaches
to improve the dependability of machine learning systems, and (2) leveraging machine learning and
natural language processing techniques to improve software dependability.
Machine learning software is widely used in domains including aircraft collision avoidance systems,
Alzheimer’s disease diagnosis, and autonomous driving cars. Despite the requirement for high reliability,
machine learning software is difficult to test and debug. This talk will describe CRADLE, a new approach
that (1) performs cross-implementation inconsistency checking to detect bugs in deep learning software,
and (2) analyzes anomaly propagation to localize faulty functions in deep learning software.
On the other hand, machine learning and natural language processing techniques have unique advantages
in completing and automating challenging software development tasks. This talk will present techniques
that automatically analyze software text, such as code comments, API documentation, and processor
specifications, to extract specifications, generate test cases, and detect software bugs. In addition, this talk
will discuss how to build machine learning models to produce specifications and bug patterns
automatically from existing bugs and their commit messages to find new bugs.
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